
Caribbean Eco Pool

Do you know shipping containers make some of the most luxurious and stylish 
swimming pools?
Yes, these are the new swimming pool idea brought to you by Caribbean Eco Pools. 
We build them right here in Mexico and deliver them to any location.
Caribbean Eco Pools are affordable, durable, easy to install, cost-effective and are mobile. 
Caribbean Eco Homes fabricates shipping containers to make houses, we are also using 
them to make swimming pools. 
Today, a number of pool building companies around the world fabricate these shipping 
containers to make swimming pools. Caribbean Eco Pools are the first in Mexico to offer 
these to our clients. 
From these big transporting steel boxes, we are building unique swimming pools of diffe-
rent designs, shapes, and sizes. Our Eco pool modules can be placed anywhere and are 
relocatable. That is, we can move them from one point to another using cranes and setting 
them up takes only a few minutes. If you have a tree that has grown and is now dropping 
leaves etc into the pool we can move the pool. If it’s in the shade suddenly from a tree that 
grew, we can move it. If you no longer want it you can sell it, we can move it off your pro-
perty.
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1. Easy to Set Up and Install

A shipping container pool comes as a fully functional unit. It comes with plumbing, heating 
and electrical systems already installed as well as other features. With this pool, all you 
need to do is get the foundation ready, fill with water and plug it in. We deliver, install it, fill 
it up with water, show you the features and operating instructions and you are good to go. 
There are no extra installation hustles and costs associated with shipping container pools. 
Of course, you can add top covers and accessories and many other additional options for 
your custom pool.

2. Customizable for More Stylish Shapes & Designs

The goodness of Caribbean Eco pools is that they can be modified to accommodate the 
specific style and functionality that you want.
You can have a divider included in the pool so that one part is the pool and another a Jacuz-
zi/hot tub. Similarly, your pool can be customized with LED lightings and even front win-
dows for close monitoring of the happenings inside the pools. The window is especially 
useful for homes with children. It makes it easy for adults to monitor their kids inside the 
pool.



3. They are Affordable than Most Concrete Swimming Pools

It is the containers themselves that make up the primary structure of the shipping pool. 
While there will be other costs involved in creating the pool to your taste, Eco pools still 
represent huge savings as compared to traditional swimming pools.
Traditional concrete pools are expensive, messy to build and very heavy. Over time concre-
te cracks, tiles come loose and hard to find the leak when they do. Concrete is more 
porous and acceptable to algae growth also. Once a concrete pool is built you can’t 
change the location or move it. Our pools are light and can be put on roof tops with 
cranes. They are easy to maintain and can be put in or above ground. Extremely versatile.

4. Steel is a Durable Material for Pools

Shipping containers had a very tough exterior that’s made of prefabricated steel and 
welded together. These containers are sturdy, robust and hardwearing. For those living in 
disaster-prone areas, a shipping container is a convenient option for this type of swimming 
pool. They are built to withstand the harshest weather conditions, i.e., hurricanes and 
earthquakes. In other words, containers are built to last. As such, a shipping container pool 
will allow you and your family with years of fun-filled swimming.

5. Flexibility & Versatile

Caribbean Eco pools don’t have to be permanent at one spot. They are very mobile and 
can thus be transported easily anytime.
This means that if at one point you move houses/locations, you can easily bring your Eco 
pool with you to your new home. As you can see, these Eco swimming pools have so many 
benefits. Maybe, it’s time to consider one for your backyard. 



6. Eco Pool, Pumps Plumbing & Filtration System

A filtration system is very essential for any swimming pool. We supply and outfit our pools 
with the best components on the market. All Eco pools come equipped with all plumbing 
and mechanics. The pump is the heart of any swimming pool.
Eco pools are equipped with a quality and efficient pool pump.
A pump that is functionally effective in moving pool waters daily through the filtering 
system to remove dirt and unwanted debris from it.
Most pools, especially the outdoor ones tend to accumulate lots of dirt and debris.



What’s more?
Swimming pools tend to be infiltrated with algae especially during the humid months 
and when pool waters are left to stagnate. For this reasons that a proper filtration 
system is essential to keep your pool waters clean throughout.
Again, like the pumps, chemicals and pool cleaning equipment the pools’ filtration 
systems can be located under the stairs and deck for easy access and titdyness.
 



7. Swimming Pool Control System

 The pool industry  manufacturers are coming up with innovations every day to help make 
their pools as modern, versatile and user-friendly as possible.
In this regard, Caribbean Eco pools comes with the latest technology an automatic pool 
control system in the form of a mobile app. Have control at your fingertips.



8. Ease and Speed of Construction

It is a common belief that building with shipping containers is much faster than traditional 
pool construction. Nice thing for the home owners and neighbours is that Eco pools built 
offsite and then delivered for installation when ready.
A small container pool can take just a few weeks to be built and delivered for installation. 



9. Caribbean Eco Pool Lengths and Depths

We can customize your pool to any length you wish.
But if you want a larger pool, arrangements can be made where more containers will be 
used to cater for the size. 
Standard Eco Pool sizes are;
• 8’x 20’Depth: Width: 8’2” Length: 20’3?
• 8’x 40’Depth: Width: 8’2” Length: 40’3?
 What features can I get for a custom-made container pool?
The options here are unlimited.
You can have;

• Advanced filtration system
• Color changing LED lightings
• Fiberglass interior
• Customizable height
• Automatic pool control system

Look no further than Caribbean Eco Pools for your versatile swimming pool needs. Call 
today for a free estimate and consultation.

• Custom color painting
• And many more
• Pool covers
• Water fall features
• Custom decking & stairs



FAQ

Where can Caribbean Eco Pools be shipped

 The beauty of our pools being constructed from a shipping container is the ease of tran-
sportation. Our Eco Pools can be shipped worldwide. Shipping is not included in the price 
as it is dependent on location.

 

Does the window come standard?

The window is not included in the base price. Most of our windows on the side walls are 
4×8 or 4×10. Some customers choose a 4×6 end wall window OR a combination. Custom 
sizes also available.

 

How long will it take for my Eco Pool to be manufactured?

 Each Eco Pools is built to suit our individual customer’s site. Lead times are dependent on 
the number of customers ahead of you in the fabrication queue. Please contact us for 
up-to-date lead times!

 

How much does a Eco Pool cost?

8’X12’: $12,500 USD - $246,860 pesos
8’X20’: $18,900 USD - $373,542 pesos
8’X40’: $28,900 USD - $570,745 pesos

 



What are the measurements & weight?

12� Eco Pool
Water Level: 4”
Height: 4’8”
Width: 8’2.5”
Length: 12’7”
Dry Weight: 4000 lbs
Full Weight: 20,700 lbs
Volume: 2500 gal

Can I have my Eco Pool painted a different color?
 We offer the following standard colours for the exterior of your Eco Pool White, Grey, 
Black. We offer Aqua Blue or Grey for the interiors.

 
Is Eco Pool an above or below ground pool?
Eco can be installed both above or in-ground.

 
Are there pool covers available?
For all three sizes of our Eco Pools, we offer both an electric and manual cover option.

Look no further than Caribbean Eco Pools for your versatile swimming pool needs.
Call today for a free estimate and consultation.

“Our Dream is to Help You Build Yours”

20� Eco Pool
Water Level: 4’6�
Height: 5’2”
Width: 8’4”
Length: 20�
Dry Weight: 7,800 lbs
Full Weight: 46,200 lbs
Volume: 4800 gal

 

 

40� Eco Pool
Water Level: 4’6�
Height: 5’3”
Width: 8’6”
Length: 40’2�
Dry Weight: 16,000 lbs
Full Weight: 95,000 lbs
Volume: 9600 gal
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